Year 5 – Week Commencing 1st October 2018
Maths

English

This week we will be
looking at the following:

On Monday the children will be editing and improving an independent
piece of writing that they completed last week. On Tuesday, we will
then be starting a unit based on persuasive writing. We will begin by
watching a promotional advert for Disney World and comparing this to
a trip advisor review. Whilst reading a persuasive text, we will be
identifying new and unfamiliar vocabulary, looking at strategies that
we can use to figure out the meaning of unknown words. We will also
be looking at responding to literal and inferential questions orally, and
in writing, using the skill of scanning for key words to locate key
information. Towards the end of the week, we will be looking at
identifying fact and opinion.
In grammar we will continue to look at subordinating conjunctions
and we will also be looking a modal verbs.

Multiplying and dividing by
10, 100 and 1000.
Solving problems related to
multiplying and dividing 10,
100 and 1000.
Towards the end of the
week we will start to look at
mental and written
strategies for addition with
whole numbers.

Theme
History - We will be conducting research about the Anglo Saxons. Each group will be set the task
of researching a specific area. The children will then be presenting back to the rest of the class
their findings.
PSHE- We will be continue to explore identify and our school community.
Geography – Mrs Morgan will continue working with the children on the United Kingdom Topic.
Mrs Morgan will also be teaching art.
PE – invasion games - hockey

Homework

Extras
French will be on Tuesday
PE will be on Monday afternoon.
My PPA will be on Tuesday
afternoon.
I will be on a course on Monday. Mrs
Morgan will be teaching the class.

Spelling Focus:

Homework activities have now been set on Active
Learn. It would be fantastic if you could encourage
your child to complete these in order reinforce the
learning that is being covered in class. Spellings will
be tested on Friday. This week, the tables test will be
on multiplying and dividing by 10,100 and 1000. A
sheet has been sent home to practise this.
Also, please remember to read as much as possible 

This week’s spelling focus is: Prefixes

